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"Peterson writes of nature with an intimacy that tugs at the reader's deep memory." —Orion

This is the story of a life and spirit guided by animals. Brenda Peterson was raised in the High Sierras on a national

forest lookout station, and wildlife had a daily, defining influence on her life. Peterson explores her deep connection

with animals, from watching grizzlies in Montana's Rockies, to keeping Siberian huskies as pets in New York City, to

her work for the restoration of wild wolves. Her lively storytelling bridges the worlds of human and animal, as she

fascinates us with intimate stories of her studies of wild dolphins, whales, and orcas. Peterson reveals how animal

bonds have enriched her life and led her toward a wider epiphany: As a species we cannot live without other animals.
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In this unusual and captivating memoir, we find a woman who grew up in the wilderness as the daughter of a forest

service ranger. From an early age Brenda Peterson built intimate relationships with wild animals, forest floors, and

even old growth elder trees. As a result, she has adventures aplenty, but she does not follow the swashbuckling, high-

risk male model of nature writing. Whether writing about looking into the eyes of a gray wolf or spying on a clan of

dancing grizzly bears, readers see a new, more feminine model for living with and protecting animals--one that is

built upon the connective tissue of wonderment and compassion.
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The upshot is a nature writer who manages to present great spirit within great stories. She imagines animals having

afterlives and speaks to the shape-shifting myths that link two endangered predators--the orca whale and the gray

wolf. When Peterson finds herself in the most dangerous place possible--between a mother bear and her cubs--she

survives the encounter by standing tall in her power as well as her reverence. "Ever so slowly, my heart pounding, I

stood up to my tallest height," she writes. "Our eyes met. 'It's just me,' I said in a soft voice, not the bold declaration I'd

been grilled to do by instinct whenever faced with a wild bear. 'And you.'" Like a solidly built ark, it is Peterson's

respect for the animal kingdom that carries this hopeful and globally inspiring memoir. --Gail Hudson
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"Peterson writes of nature with an intimacy that tugs at the reader's deep memory." —Orion

This is the story of a life and spirit guided by animals. Brenda Peterson was raised in the High Sierras on a national

forest lookout station, and wildlife had a daily, defining influence on her life. Peterson explores her deep connection

with animals, from watching grizzlies in Montana's Rockies, to keeping Siberian huskies as pets in New York City, to

her work for the restoration of wild wolves. Her lively storytelling bridges the worlds of human and animal, as she

fascinates us with intimate stories of her studies of wild dolphins, whales, and orcas. Peterson reveals how animal

bonds have enriched her life and led her toward a wider epiphany: As a species we cannot live without other animals.
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